Much like “Ying & Yang,” Chapter 14 has a split personality. It represents the contrast of its main elements; stone & glass, as well as the shape and make up of the mosaics themselves. Cool smooth glass is coupled with warm rugged stone. Sleek grey & taupe tones from Chapter 3 Stream Stone; a Subtle tan from Chapter 11 Align; beautiful rustic quartz, slate and marble shades from Chapter 9 Pietra Opus; elegant whites from Chapter 15 Classic Stauario, and the new silk black known as “Midnight Marble” from Chapter 7 Crossroads served to build the platform by which Chapter 14 Duality harmoniously balances glass, stone and metal elements.

Duality boasts more than 16 glass/stone mosaic selections in two exciting patterns, a random stick (Trifecta Pattern), and modern stacked brick (Perfecta Pattern). This newest version of Chapter 14 continues the cross designing initiative we began with the reveal of Chapter 7 Crossroads in December of 2013.

Chapter 14 Duality incorporates popular natural stone selections from our most sought-after natural stone collections creating limitless design possibilities. A beautiful compilation of eight natural stone colors is now masterfully combined with a selection of cool glass and stunning metal selections to create (16) beautiful mosaics, (8) 6x18 field tile choices and (14) moulding elements.
Please Note:

All product shots are artistic interpretations of actual product. Due to the nature of the printing process, we recommend obtaining physical samples of product for actual color representation.

Elements within the Chapter 14 Duality Collection, reflect the shade variations associated with natural stone. As with all natural stone tiles, we strongly recommend laying out and blending the tiles prior to installation. This step will ensure a proper color blend in order to achieve a classic look for your installation.

Jeffrey Court highly recommends sealing all natural stone tiles with a high quality sealer prior to grouting to ensure an easy cleaning and as part of a maintenance regimen. Consult your sealer manufacturer for reapplication recommendations as part of an ongoing maintenance routine.

Designed & imported by Jeffrey Court in California.
Part # 14101

Name: Trifecta Blend

Color: West End White

Finish: Multi/Specialty

Size: 6” x 3”

Thickness: 0.315”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.1 lbs

Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
White Marble
Stainless Steel

Application:

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

Touch Board

Designer Board

BB14101

DB14-A
Part # 14102

Name: Perfecta Blend

Color: West End White

Finish: Multi/Specialty

Size: 6” x 3”

Thickness: 0.315”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.4 lbs

Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
White Marble

Application:

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB14102
DB14-B
Part # 14201

Name: Trifecta Blend

Color: Pale

Finish: Multi/Specialty

Size: 6” x 3”

Thickness: 0.315”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.9 lbs

Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
Limestone
Copper

Application:
3.4 22.5

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB14201  DB14-A
Part # 14202

Name: Perfecta Blend
Color: Pale
Finish: Multi/Specialty
Size: 6” x 3”
Thickness: 0.315”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.3 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
Limestone

Application:
3.8

19.5

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB14202
DB14-B
Part # 14301

Name: Trifecta Blend
Color: Quartz
Finish: Gaged
Size: 6” x 3”
Thickness: 0.315”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
Quartzite
Stainless Steel

Application:
0.2
22.5

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB14301
DB14-A
Part # 14302
Name: Perfecta Blend
Color: Quartz
Finish: Gaged
Size: 6” x 3”
Thickness: 0.315”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.45 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
Quartzite

Application:
0.2

19.5

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
BB14302
DB14-B
Part # 14401

Name: Trifecta Blend
Color: Emperador
Finish: Multi/Specialty
Size: 6” x 3”
Thickness: 0.315”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
- Glass-Painted Back
- Frost Glass-Painted Back
- Beige Marble
- Pale Gold

Application:
2.9
22.5

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
- BB14401
- DB14-A
Part # 14402
Name: Perfecta Blend
Color: Emperador
Finish: Multi/Specialty
Size: 6” x 3”
Thickness: 0.315”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.4 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
Beige Marble

Application:
3.3

19.5

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB14402
DB14-B
Part # 14501

Name: Trifecta Blend

Color: Global

Finish: Multi/Specialty

Size: 6” x 3”

Thickness: 0.315”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft

Unit of Measure:

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3 lbs

Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
Limestone
Stainless Steel

Application:

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB14501

DB14-A
Part # 14502

Name: Perfecta Blend

Color: Global

Finish: Multi/Specialty

Size: 6” x 3”

Thickness: 0.315”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft

Unit of Measure:

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.3 lbs

Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
Limestone

Application:

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB14502  DB14-B
Part # 14601

Name: Trifecta Blend
Color: Slate
Finish: Gaged
Size: 6” x 3”
Thickness: 0.315”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 2.95 lbs

Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
Slate
Copper

Application:
3

22.5

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

Touch Board
DB14-A

BB14601

620 PARK RIDGE AVE. | NORCO, CA 92860
Part # 14602

Name: Perfecta Blend
Color: Slate
Finish: Gaged
Size: 6” x 3”
Thickness: 0.315”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.4 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
Slate

Application:
3.4
19.5

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB14602
DB14-B
Part # 14701

Name: Trifecta Blend
Color: Transitional
Finish: Multi/Specialty
Size: 6” x 3”
Thickness: 0.315”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
Limestone
Stainless Steel

Application:
2.95

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB14701
DB14-A
Part # 14701

Name: Trifecta Blend
Color: Midnight
Finish: Multi/Specialty
Size: 6” x 3”
Thickness: 0.315”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.05 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
Black Marble
Stainless Steel

Application:
3

22.5

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB14701  DB14-B
Part # 14702

Name: Perfecta Blend

Color: Midnight

Finish: Multi/Specialty

Size: 6” x 3”

Thickness: 0.315”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.125 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.5 lbs

Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Glass-Painted Back
Frost Glass-Painted Back
Black Marble

Application:
3.3

19.5

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

BB14702

DB14-A
Part # 18116

Name: Dome

Color: Allegro/West End/Wall Street White

Finish: Honed

Size: 0.75” x 12”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.063 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.55 lbs

Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
White Marble

Application:
9x18 & 18x18 Can be used anywhere in residences- floor and wall, including an entrance foyer, kitchens, and bathrooms. They can also be used on light commercial applications. Fields make excellent backsplash and tub surround tiles and can also be used on floors such as bathroom floors where a smaller module will be appreciated.

Natural stone mosaics are excellent for use on floors or walls in kitchens and bathrooms. They can also be used with other complimentary stone or ceramic field tiles for more dramatic installations. It is important to note that all natural stone has substantial shade variations, which makes each installation unique. Stones with pieces of copper or metal may not be used where there is moisture or in wet areas. Oxidizing or rusting will occur. For installation we recommend using

Description:
Jeffrey Court plays tribute to Mozart with the classic, micro mosaic stone designs found in Chapter 18 - Mozart’s Mosaics. Classic in color, shape and design, this beautiful stone offering will add timeless elegance and sophistication to any interior.

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 18117

Name: Crown

Color: Allegro/West End/Wall Street White

Finish: Honed

Size: 1.75” x 12”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.146 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.95 lbs

Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
White Marble

Application:
9x18 & 18x18 Can be used anywhere in residences- floor and wall, including an entrance foyer, kitchens, and bathrooms. They can also be used on light commercial applications. Fields make excellent backsplash and tub surround tiles and can also be used on floors such as bathroom floors where a smaller module will be appreciated.

Natural stone mosaics are excellent for use on floors or walls in kitchens and bathrooms. They can also be used with other complimentary stone or ceramic field tiles for more dramatic installations. It is important to note that all natural stone has substantial shade variations, which makes each installation unique. Stones with pieces of copper or metal may not be used where there is moisture or in wet areas. Oxidizing or rusting will occur. For installation we recommend using

Description:
Jeffrey Court plays tribute to Mozart with the classic, micro mosaic stone designs found in Chapter 18 - Mozart’s Mosaics. Classic in color, shape and design, this beautiful stone offering will add timeless elegance and sophistication to any interior.

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 30102

Name: Field Tile
Color: Global Gray
Finish: Honed
Size: 18” x 6”
Thickness: 0.394”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 4.47 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Light Grey Limestone

Application:
Natural stone mosaics are excellent for use on floors or walls in kitchens and bathrooms. They can also be used with other complimentary stone or ceramic field tiles for more dramatic installations. It is important to note that all natural stone has substantial shade variations, which makes each installation unique. Stones with pieces of copper or metal may not be used where there is moisture or in wet areas. Oxidizing or rusting will occur. For installation we recommend using quality thin set and sanded grouts.

As with all installations we recommend consulting installation experts in your area prior to installation to determine proper use in your specific application. Sealing tile elements before grouting will ensure ease of clean up. Consult sealant and

Description:
Chapter 3 “Stream Stone” brings a modern flare to natural stone. The all new Chapter 3 draws its inspiration from contemporary Scandinavian style known for modern, sleek, and functional beauty. “Stream Stone” Combines 13 beautiful natural stone mosaics, a wide variety of listello, border, cap and dome combinations, as well as three natural stone field

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Specification Sheet - Chapter 14 Duality

Part # 30106
Name: Dome
Color: Global Gray
Finish: Honed
Size: 0.75” x 12”
Thickness: N/A”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.063 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.5 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Light Grey Limestone

Application:
Natural stone mosaics are excellent for use on floors or walls in kitchens and bathrooms. They can also be used with other complimentary stone or ceramic field tiles for more dramatic installations. It is important to note that all natural stone has substantial shade variations, which makes each installation unique. Stones with pieces of copper or metal may not be used where there is moisture or in wet areas. Oxidizing or rusting will occur. For installation we recommend using quality thin set and sanded grouts.

As with all installations we recommend consulting installation experts in your area prior to installation to determine proper use in your specific application. Sealing tile elements before grouting will ensure ease of clean up. Consult sealant and
description:
Chapter 3 “Stream Stone” brings a modern flare to natural stone. The all new Chapter 3 draws its inspiration from contemporary Scandinavian style known for modern, sleek, and functional beauty. “Stream Stone” Combines 13 beautiful natural stone mosaics, a wide variety of listello, border, cap and dome combinations, as well as three natural stone field

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

620 Parkridge Ave. | Norco, CA 92860
P: 951.340.3383 | F: 951.340.2429 | JeffreyCourt.com
Part # 30107
Name: Cap
Color: Global Gray
Finish: Honed
Size: 1.75” x 12”
Thickness: N/A”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.146 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.15 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Light Grey Limestone

Application:
Natural stone mosaics are excellent for use on floors or walls in kitchens and bathrooms. They can also be used with other complimentary stone or ceramic field tiles for more dramatic installations. It is important to note that all natural stone has substantial shade variations, which makes each installation unique. Stones with pieces of copper or metal may not be used where there is moisture or in wet areas. Oxidizing or rusting will occur. For installation we recommend using quality thin set and sanded grouts.

As with all installations we recommend consulting installation experts in your area prior to installation to determine proper use in your specific application. Sealing tile elements before grouting will ensure ease of clean up. Consult sealant and

Description:
Chapter 3 “Stream Stone” brings a modern flare to natural stone. The all new Chapter 3 draws its inspiration from contemporary Scandinavian style known for modern, sleek, and functional beauty. “Stream Stone” Combines 13 beautiful natural stone mosaics, a wide variety of listello, border, cap and dome combinations, as well as three natural stone field

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 30202
Name: Field Tile
Color: Transitional Taupe
Finish: Honed
Size: 18” x 6”
Thickness: 0.394”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 5.13 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Grey Limestone

Application:
Natural stone mosaics are excellent for use on floors or walls in kitchens and bathrooms. They can also be used with other complimentary stone or ceramic field tiles for more dramatic installations. It is important to note that all natural stone has substantial shade variations, which makes each installation unique. Stones with pieces of copper or metal may not be used where there is moisture or in wet areas. Oxidizing or rusting will occur. For installation we recommend using quality thin set and sanded grouts.

As with all installations we recommend consulting installation experts in your area prior to installation to determine proper use in your specific application. Sealing tile elements before grouting will ensure ease of clean up. Consult sealant and

Description:
Chapter 3 “Stream Stone” brings a modern flare to natural stone. The all new Chapter 3 draws its inspiration from contemporary Scandinavian style known for modern, sleek, and functional beauty. “Stream Stone” Combines 13 beautiful natural stone mosaics, a wide variety of listello, border, cap and dome combinations, as well as three natural stone field

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 30206

Name: Dome

Color: Transitional Taupe

Finish: Honed

Size: 0.75” x 12”

Thickness: N/A

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.063 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.6 lbs

Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Grey Limestone

Application:
Natural stone mosaics are excellent for use on floors or walls in kitchens and bathrooms. They can also be used with other complimentary stone or ceramic field tiles for more dramatic installations. It is important to note that all natural stone has substantial shade variations, which makes each installation unique. Stones with pieces of copper or metal may not be used where there is moisture or in wet areas. Oxidizing or rusting will occur. For installation we recommend using quality thin set and sanded grouts.

As with all installations we recommend consulting installation experts in your area prior to installation to determine proper use in your specific application. Sealing tile elements before grouting will ensure ease of clean up. Consult sealant and grout instructions for further details.

Description:
Chapter 3 “Stream Stone” brings a modern flare to natural stone. The all new Chapter 3 draws its inspiration from contemporary Scandinavian style known for modern, sleek, and functional beauty. “Stream Stone” Combines 13 beautiful natural stone mosaics, a wide variety of listello, border, cap and dome combinations, as well as three natural stone field pieces.

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 30207
Name: Cap
Color: Transitional Taupe
Finish: Honed
Size: 1.75” x 12”
Thickness: N/A”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.146 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.4 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Grey Limestone

Application:
Natural stone mosaics are excellent for use on floors or walls in kitchens and bathrooms. They can also be used with other complimentary stone or ceramic field tiles for more dramatic installations. It is important to note that all natural stone has substantial shade variations, which makes each installation unique. Stones with pieces of copper or metal may not be used where there is moisture or in wet areas. Oxidizing or rusting will occur. For installation we recommend using quality thin set and sanded grouts.

As with all installations we recommend consulting installation experts in your area prior to installation to determine proper use in your specific application. Sealing tile elements before grouting will ensure ease of clean up. Consult sealant and Description:
Chapter 3 “Stream Stone” brings a modern flare to natural stone. The all new Chapter 3 draws its inspiration from contemporary Scandinavian style known for modern, sleek, and functional beauty. “Stream Stone” Combines 13 beautiful natural stone mosaics, a wide variety of listello, border, cap and dome combinations, as well as three natural stone field

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 30302

Name: Field Tile
Color: West End White
Finish: Honed
Size: 18” x 6”
Thickness: 0.394”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 5.2 lbs
Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Grey Limestone

Application:
Natural stone mosaics are excellent for use on floors or walls in kitchens and bathrooms. They can also be used with other complimentary stone or ceramic field tiles for more dramatic installations. It is important to note that all natural stone has substantial shade variations, which makes each installation unique. Stones with pieces of copper or metal may not be used where there is moisture or in wet areas. Oxidizing or rusting will occur. For installation we recommend using quality thin set and sanded grouts.

As with all installations we recommend consulting installation experts in your area prior to installation to determine proper use in your specific application. Sealing tile elements before grouting will ensure ease of clean up. Consult sealant and Description:
Chapter 3 “Stream Stone” brings a modern flare to natural stone. The all new Chapter 3 draws its inspiration from contemporary Scandinavian style known for modern, sleek, and functional beauty. “Stream Stone” Combines 13 beautiful natural stone mosaics, a wide variety of listello, border, cap and dome combinations, as well as three natural stone field

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 72602

Name: Field Tile

Color: Midnight Marble

Finish: Honed

Size: 6” x 18”

Thickness: 0.39370079”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sqft

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.7 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Marble

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, shower floors, and light traffic interior floors.

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 72606

Name: Dome

Color: Midnight Marble

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 0.75”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.061197917 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.65 lbs

Case Qty: 12 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Marble

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 72607

Name: Crown

Color: Midnight Marble

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 1.75”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.142795139 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.35 lbs

Case Qty: 12 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Marble

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 72702

Name: Field Tile
Color: Pale Limestone
Finish: Honed
Size: 6" x 18"
Thickness: 0.39370079"
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.3 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, shower floors, and light traffic interior floors.

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 72706

Name: Dome

Color: Pale Limestone

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 0.75”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.061197917 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 0.55 lbs

Case Qty: 12 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 72707

Name: Crown

Color: Pale Limestone

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 1.75”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.142795139 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.15 lbs

Case Qty: 12 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Limestone

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 72802

Name: Field Tile
Color: Sierra Slate
Finish: Honed
Size: 6” x 18”
Thickness: 0.39370079”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.95 lbs
Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Slate

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, shower floors, and light traffic interior floors.

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

620 Parkridge Ave. | Norco, CA 92860
Part # 72806

Name: Dome

Color: Sierra Slate

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 0.75”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.061197917 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 65 lbs

Case Qty: 12 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Slate

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 72807

Name: Crown

Color: Sierra Slate

Finish: Honed

Size: 11.75” x 1.75”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.142795139 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: 1.35 lbs

Case Qty: 12 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Slate

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, and shower floors

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 73102

Name: Field Tile

Color: Royal Quartz

Finish: Honed

Size: 6” x 18”

Thickness: 0.39370079”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Sqft

Weight per Unit of Measure: 3.95 lbs

Case Qty: 10 Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Quartzite

Application:
This product is recommended for use in: interior walls, standard shower walls, shower floors, and light traffic interior floors.

Description:

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:

620 Parkridge Ave.  |  Norco, CA 92860
Part # 90602

Name: Field Tile
Color: Light Emperador
Finish: Polished
Size: 18” x 6”
Thickness: 0.39370079”
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.75 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Sqft
Weight per Unit of Measure: lbs
Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Light Emperador Marble

Application:
Natural stone mosaics are excellent for use on floors or walls in kitchens and bathrooms. They can also be used with other complimentary stone or ceramic field tiles for more dramatic installations. It is important to note that all natural stone has substantial shade variations, which makes each installation unique. Stones with pieces of copper or metal may not be used where there is moisture or in wet areas. Oxidizing or rusting will occur. For installation we recommend using quality thin set and sanded grouts.

Description:
Pietra Opus is undoubtedly Jeffrey Court’s flagship chapter for natural stone. This new update of Pietra Opus showcases a compilation of field tiles and mosaics in a beautiful four marble color palette, complemented by their rustic slate and quartz counterparts. Boasting a seven color natural stone palette, 27 mosaics, and two field tile sizes, Pietra Opus is sure

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 90606

Name: Crown

Color: Light Emperador

Finish: Polished

Size: 1.75” x 12”

Thickness: N/A”

Coverage (Per Piece): 0.145833333 Sqft

Unit of Measure: Ea

Weight per Unit of Measure: lbs

Case Qty: Pieces

Material(s) Used:
Light Emperador Marble

Application:
Natural stone mosaics are excellent for use on floors or walls in kitchens and bathrooms. They can also be used with other complimentary stone or ceramic field tiles for more dramatic installations. It is important to note that all natural stone has substantial shade variations, which makes each installation unique. Stones with pieces of copper or metal may not be used where there is moisture or in wet areas. Oxidizing or rusting will occur. For installation we recommend using quality thin set and sanded grouts.

Description:
Pietra Opus is undoubtedly Jeffrey Courtês flagship chapter for natural stone. This new update of Pietra Opus showcases a compilation of field tiles and mosaics in a beautiful four marble color palette, complemented by their rustic slate and quartz counterparts. Boasting a seven color natural stone palette, 27 mosaics, and two field tile sizes, Pietra Opus is sure

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On:
Part # 90607
Name: Dome
Color: Light Emperador
Finish: Polished
Size: 0.75” x 12”
Thicknes: #VALUE!
Coverage (Per Piece): 0.0625 Sqft
Unit of Measure: Ea
Weight per Unit of Measure: lbs
Case Qty: Pieces
Material(s) Used:
Light Emperador Marble

Application:
Natural stone mosaics are excellent for use on floors or walls in kitchens and bathrooms. They can also be used with other complimentary stone or ceramic field tiles for more dramatic installations. It is important to note that all natural stone has substantial shade variations, which makes each installation unique. Stones with pieces of copper or metal may not be used where there is moisture or in wet areas. Oxidizing or rusting will occur. For installation we recommend using quality thin set and sanded grouts.

Description:
Pietra Opus is undoubtedly Jeffrey Courtês flagship chapter for natural stone. This new update of Pietra Opus showcases a compilation of field tiles and mosaics in a beautiful four marble color palette, complemented by their rustic slate and quartz counterparts. Boasting a seven color natural stone palette, 27 mosaics, and two field tile sizes, Pietra Opus is sure

Special Notes:

Samples Featured On: